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ABSTRACT
Laboratory instruction has long been a staple of science education. This study
investigated how laboratory instruction supported and enhanced the understanding of
material taught in lecture and how it impacts student attitudes and teacher attitudes.
Results suggested that the laboratory instruction showed no significant improvement of
the students’ understanding of material taught in lecture, but many students found this
style of instruction enjoyable, as did the teacher.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Background
When I first started teaching, I did not do many labs. Gradually, I began to
increase the lab content of my courses. My goal became to make my program at least
20% lab-based. However, my students seemed to be learning the same amount of content
that they learned when I didn't do many labs. This caused me to wonder if my students
were learning anything from the labs, or if they were just learning most of the content
from lecture.
For my Action Research project, I wanted to investigate the benefits of laboratory
instruction, and how best practices in laboratory instruction can be used in conjunction
with the lecture. Laboratory instruction has long been considered a staple of the high
school science curriculum. The iconic image of students mixing chemicals in test tubes
or dissecting frogs persists even when much of the educational world has changed
dramatically. Lecture involves an authoritative expert explaining complicated concepts
and disseminating uncommon information to a submissive audience of students. The two
methods are often compared and pitted against each other. Of the two methods of
instruction, laboratory instruction seems to have the greatest cost in time and money. Are
its benefits worth its cost and can the two methods complement each other in some sort of
happy medium? Ultimately, I wanted to know if my students were learning from my labs
or from lectures.
Whenever I do a lab, I always wonder if my students actually learned something,
or did they learn everything in lecture? Are my labs simply “playing” in the laboratory?
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I hoped the results of my research would validate the cost of laboratory instruction and
develop a sense of what makes a lab program effective. One goal of this research project
was to learn how to prepare a lab program that truly develops conceptual understanding.
Also, since lab instruction is costly, knowing what elements of a lab program don’t result
in learning will help me budget time and expense more effectively.
In addition, I hoped the results of my research might help convince others in the
district that investment in lab instruction is worth it, specifically in regards to my
program. My district is not financially flush, so reassurance that the money spent on lab
supplies and equipment is well spent would be welcome. I also hoped it might help in
negotiating an expansion of the lab science budget allotment.
Finally, I hoped my study might lead to an informed discussion with the other
teachers in my district about the benefits of laboratory instruction. There are two other
science teachers in my district: one middle-school teacher who runs a primarily lab-based
program and another high school teacher that who conducts a mostly lecture-based
program.
Support for this project came from many sources. The principal of my school,
Marla Stock, graciously allowed me to conduct this project in my chemistry class and
also read my paper and gave advice stemming from what she learned from her master’s
program. A math teacher on staff, Kim McKinney, gave me feedback on my project at
various times in the process and helped me solidify my research questions. My father-inlaw, John Mitchell, a retired teacher and current school accreditation chairperson, and my
mother-in-law, Beverly Mitchell, a retired school teacher both reviewed my paper. My
science reader, Dr. Chris Bahn, was available for any science related question, proffered
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advice on types of data to gather, and reviewed my paper. Of course, my project chair,
Walt Woolbaugh, and the ED 509 course assistants, Megan Hopkins and Laurie
Rugemer, gave terrific guidance throughout the process and were a continuous source of
feedback and advice. Finally, my wife, Donna, helped with the writing, grammar, and
formatting.
Focus Question
To satisfy my curiosity about the learning taking place in my lab program, I
developed the following primary focus question: How does laboratory instruction
support and enhance the understanding of the state-standards taught in lecture? I was
also interested in how students’ attitudes about lecture instruction compare with their
attitudes about laboratory instruction? Finally, I wanted to know what impact laboratory
instruction has on a teacher’s preparation time and attitude? I hoped these questions
would provide me with enough insight to improve my science program.
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
A good starting point for this project is a review of the history of laboratory
instruction. Since my project was conducted in a chemistry course, this history has an
emphasis on chemistry laboratory instruction. Originally, pre-1880 science was taught for
three reasons: 1) Descriptive, 2) Utilitarian, and 3) Religious. Science is still taught with
descriptive and utilitarian aims, but using science to learn about God, the religious
purpose of science instruction, is not as common now. Between 1880 and 1910, science
instruction shifted to the training of the mind—drill on factual information and memory
training (Blosser, 1980). Laboratory methods weren’t necessary in a high school
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chemistry course if the aim was the training of the mind. Eventually the high school
courses were influenced by college faculty to implement some laboratory methods. At
the high school level, chemistry was the first course to make extensive use of a laboratory
(Fay, 1931, as cited in Blosser, 1980).
Chemistry laboratory instruction was first offered in Europe to students of J. N.
von Fuchs in 1802, Friedrich Stromyer in 1806, Döbereiner after 1811, N. W. Fischer
after 1820, and Liebig in 1824 (Elliot, Stewart, & Lagowski, 2008). Liebig’s laboratory
teaching methods seem to be the most notable because, according to Elliot, Stewart, &
Lagowski (2008), they appear to be the precursors to the modern chemistry research
program. His programs seemed to be designed to train students to conduct experiments
and do chemical analysis. Basically, the students were the equivalent of modern day
chemistry graduate students (Elliot, Stewart, & Lagowski, 2008). The first laboratory
chemistry course in America was likely started by Benjamin Silliman, the younger, in
1842 at Yale University. This course taught chemical analysis (Elliot, Stewart, &
Lagowski, 2008).
Prior to 1890, only 3.8% of high-school-aged pupils went to a secondary school,
and the majority of those secondary science students went on to college (Hurd, 1961, as
cited in Blosser, 1980). In 1886, Harvard changed its admission standards and created a
physics requirement for incoming students requiring them to have taken a physics lab
course that involved at least 40 experiments (Moyer, 1976, as cited in Blosser, 1980).
Charles W. Eliot, president of Harvard in 1869 and professor of chemistry at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) also put in place chemistry laboratory
entrance requirements. As a result, high schools started developing laboratory courses
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(Elliot, Stewart, & Lagowski, 2008). The National Education Association (NEA), in an
effort to establish uniformity in science curricula and college admission standards,
recommended that high school science courses contain four hours of lab work each week
(Hurd, 1961, as cited in Blosser, 1980).
From 1910 – 1938 there seemed to have been a reaction against making college
preparation the primary purpose of secondary schools. Schools began developing science
courses for non-college-bound students. This was when the General Science course was
born. The junior high school came to be in the 1900-1910 decade, and general science
was first introduced to students in junior high. General science courses put more
emphasis on demonstration activities instead of laboratory work (Hurd, 1961, as cited in
Blosser, 1980). Laboratory work, however, didn’t disappear, but was still present in
science courses. An NEA commission recommended that the aim of laboratory work be
to “develop a consistent chain of significant ideas related to class work, with the
laboratory serving to provide concrete experiences; laboratory work should precede
textbook assignments, under most circumstances; laboratory work should be an end in
itself and therefore, detailed microscope work, elaborate drawings, and excessive
notebook making were not encouraged” (Hurd, 1961, as cited in Blosser, 1980, p. 13).
To fast forward to modern times, we go through the war era, 1938 - 1950, in
which the primary purpose of lab instruction was to secure evidence for answers to
problems (Henry, 1947, as cited in Blosser, 1980). The importance of laboratory work in
this era was considered obvious and preferential to passive learning (Hurd, 1961, as cited
in Blosser, 1980). Then we go through the atomic age, 1950 – 1970 in which the purpose
of science instruction was society’s need for a scientifically literate public (Blosser,
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1980). By this period of time the majority of American youth were in school and many
of them were interested in higher education. The National Science Foundation was
established in 1950. The purchaing of lab equipment became easier because of The
National Defense Education Act of 1958 (Hurd, 1961, as cited in Blosser, 1980).
With regards to chemistry specifically, the facts of chemistry eventually became
numerous enough to be organized into larger concepts. These concepts of chemistry
could then be efficiently taught using a lecture model. The laboratory model could then
be used to train students on how to use the knowledge they gained from lecture.
Chemistry lectures have become somewhat standardized in the way concepts and
principles are organized. The use of laboratory instruction now varies with the
institution; some chemists even think laboratory instruction has become irrelevant
(Elliot, Stewart, & Lagowski, 2008).
The laboratory experience is still viewed by many as an essential part of science
(Elliot, Stewart, & Lagowski, 2008). The position of the National Science Teachers
Association (NSTA) on the integral role of laboratory investigations is that all high
school students should be involved with lab instruction every week. Students need to be
involved with labs to learn how to use equipment and develop an understanding of
measurement error, and to gain skills to aggregate, to interpret, and to present data.
NSTA believes all lab instruction should have the following components: 1) Have a
clearly stated purpose, 2) Focus on science as a process, 3) Incorporate student reflection
and discussion, and 4) Enable students to develop safe and conscientious lab habits and
procedures (National Science Teachers Association, 2007).
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Does the type of instruction make a difference? Dr. Hake from the University of
Indiana compared physics courses that used what he called “Interactive Engagement”
(IE) with what he called “traditional” courses. He defined IE as those methods that are
“designed at least in part to promote conceptual understanding through interactive
engagement of students in head-on (always) and hands-on (usually) activities which yield
feedback through discussion with peers and/or instructor” (Hake, 1998, p. 65).
Traditional courses were defined as “those reported by instructors to make little or no use
of IE methods, relying primarily on passive-student lectures, recipe labs, and algorithmicproblem exams” (Hake, 1998, p. 65). In his study, he found IE methods were more
effective at teaching student mechanics than traditional methods (Hake, 1998). A paper
from Montana State University titled, “Do They Stay Fixed?” compared different types
of instruction. It compared courses that used traditional labs with courses that used IE
methods in the form of inquiry-based Tutorials in Introductory Physics developed by the
University of Washington. Just like the Hake study, the IE methods showed gains in
conceptual understanding. Many of the students in the study were retested three years
later and showed that their conceptual understanding persisted even after some years had
passed (Francis, Adams, & Noonan, 1998). Some types of instruction might facilitate
more learning than others, and students may remember the information longer.
The book, How People Learn: Brain, Mind, Experience, and School, by the
National Research Council describes many facets of learning such as the difference
between a novice and an expert, metacogniton, the impact of pre-existing knowledge, and
the transferability of knowledge. One research finding that may pertain to laboratory
instruction is the idea that students tend to cling to their preconceptions unless those
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preconceptions are engaged in some way. They may just learn the new material for a
test, and then revert to their preconceptions (National Research Council, 2003). Labs
might provide a great venue for challenging preconceptions.
I want my students to learn more than just enough to pass the test. I want to give
them knowledge and skills that they will keep for the rest for their life, and I want them
to be able to apply the knowledge or skill when appropriate. Lab instruction might
increase the transferability of what I teach to the students. According the National
Research Council, transferability is a characteristic of experts. To develop expertise,
concepts must be covered in-depth (National Research Council, 2003). Lab instruction
might provide the opportunity to go into more depth than a superficial lecture.
The design of my project was largely inspired by an article by Michael R.
Abraham: “What Can Be Learned from Laboratory Activities? Revisiting 32 years of
Research” published in the Journal of Chemical Education in 2011. In this article,
Abraham compares three different types of instruction: traditional, inquiry-based, and
discovery. He organizes each type of instruction into three different phases and noted in
which phase the lab occurs. Traditional instruction is divided into inform/verify/practice.
The lab instruction occurs in the verify phase. Inquiry-based has an explore/invent/apply
cycle with the lab occurring in the explore phase. Discovery was described as
explore/apply/invent with the lab in the explore phase. To compare the three instruction
types Abraham gave the students a pretest, a test at the end of each phase, and a delayed
test to measure retention, for a total of five tests. He displayed the test results with a line
graph with the pretest being the first data point and the retention test the final point.
Traditional instruction showed significant achievement gains after the first phase, but no
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gains improvement after that. Inquiry-based instruction showed gains from all the phases
and significant retention. Students actually did more poorly after the second application
phase in discovery learning than they did on the pretest. The net gain achievement gains
for discovery instruction seem minimal (Abraham, 2011). I liked the way Abraham
measured achievement by breaking the instruction cycle into phases and taking a
measurement at the end of each phase. My project was an adaptation of this design.
Abraham also used perception data. He wrote twenty-five descriptions of labs
such as “Students follow the step-by-step instructions” and “Student identifies problems
to be investigated” (Abraham, 2011). The students were then asked to sort descriptive
statements according to what they felt was descriptive of their lab experiences. The
statements described characteristics of the different lab types, traditional or inquirybased. Abraham then correlated the students’ perceptions with the actual lab types to see
if students were able to identify the differences in the lab types. He also gathered
perception data from instructors. He had over 200 chemistry instructors and asked them
to rank in order of importance the following goals for lab instruction: concepts, scientific
process, lab skills, learning facts, and positive attitudes. Concepts were by far the most
important, with scientific process ranking as second most important.
Abraham also measured attitude by having the students write what they liked and
did not like about each lesson. Judgments were then made about whether the comments
were positive, negative, or neutral. The ratio of positive to negative for traditional
instruction was about 2:1 and for inquiry-based, it was 20:1 (Abraham, 2011).
Since laboratory instruction might have a significant impact on student’s attitude,
and attitude is a tricky thing to quantify, I decided to measure how my laboratory
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activities impact the attitudes of my students.

A researcher named M. Freedman wrote

an article titled, “Relationship among Laboratory Instruction, Attitude toward Science,
and Achievement in Science Knowledge.” Within this article, he began with a technical
definition of attitude and then used a modified version of a Q sort attitude questionnaire
as a measurement instrument. The Q sort consisted of a series of positive and negative
adjectives such as “capable,” and “stupid.” The students were to consider their ability to
achieve in science and rank the adjective according to the degree to which match they felt
about the ability, -5 (disagree the most), +5 (agree the most) (Freedman, 1996). While I
didn’t use Freedman’s methodology, it did encourage me to analyze attitude. I hoped my
project would help me understand what my students were taking from my labs. After
researching laboratory instruction in general, it would be nice to know specifically how
well my lab program was working.
METHODOLOGY
My treatment was not much different than my typical instruction. It was
conducted in my chemistry classes. My chemistry classes consisted of two periods of
college preparatory chemistry, which in California means it is a lab science class that
should consist of at least 20% hands-on activities. At my high school, chemistry has an
Algebra 2 co/pre-requisite and is usually taken by eleventh graders. The students have
already taken biology and some of them have taken earth science. This particular class
had 24 students: 5 sophomores, 14 juniors, and 5 seniors; 10 males and 14 females; 20
Caucasians students and 4 Latino students. None of the students had Individualized
Education Plans or 504 plans. Twenty-nine percent of the students accessed the district’s
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free and reduced lunch program. This year’s chemistry students have been less motivated
than classes I have taught in the past. The students often do not complete much of the
homework or study for tests.
Loyalton High School is a small school with an enrollment of around 120 and
average science class sizes of about 13. Loyalton was a logging town, but the mill
closed, and now there isn’t much local employment. It is an economically depressed
community. Many parents have to commute to neighboring cities to find work.
When I teach a science unit, I typically lecture for a few days first, and prefer to
include a lab in the unit before I test the students. My lectures consist of PowerPoint
presentations that are sometimes accompanied with demonstrations, videos, or computer
animations. Students are asked to read the textbook and take notes on the reading before
I lecture, so that when they come to class, they have read about the topics first. I give
quizzes over the textbook vocabulary, and I assign section review questions to get them
to think about the topics during the lecture period.
My labs are mostly traditional verification labs with a few inquiry-based labs
thrown into the mix. Traditional verification labs are those in which students are given
pre-developed procedures with explicit data collection methods. Basically, the students
follow the lab directions and then draw their conclusions or answer questions. Inquiry
labs are those in which the students are given a question to answer or a problem to
explore, but have to develop their own procedure and data collection methods as well as
draw a conclusion. Sometimes they are guided inquiry labs in which I give students
hints, or limit the available materials.
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My data collection was conducted over the course of seven weeks. It consisted of
two treatments, each an instructional unit. The first unit covered Chapter 10 in the
textbook (Philips, Strozak, & Wistrom, 2005) which was about kinetic theory of matter
including phase changes. The second treatment covered Chapter 11 which was about the
behavior of gases including the gas laws. The gas laws unit required more mathematics,
and some students are less comfortable with mathematics.
The treatments began with a lecture phase and ended with a lab phase. I often try
to include a lab in a unit and the labs sometimes come at the end of the unit. I have all
my students keep lab notebooks. Everything needs to be included in their lab notebooks,
including the procedures. I have the students write the purpose/objectives, safety notes,
and procedure in their notebooks before the lab. They work out of their notebooks during
the lab and record data. After the lab, they do the analysis and answer any questions in
their notebooks. The notebook is the only thing from the lab that is graded. I divide the
grade into three parts: 1) Format/Pre-lab work, 2) Procedure/Data, 3) Analysis and
Conclusion.
The first unit had a traditional lab from Chapter 10 of the textbook (Philips,
Strozak, & Wistrom, 2005, pp. 362 - 363) in which students measured the temperature
changes of stearic acids as they were heated from a solid to liquid. The students were
then asked to graph a heat curve and answer the lab questions from the text (Appendix
A).
The other unit had a series of lab station activities developed by Flinn Scientific,
Inc. (Flinn Scientific, 2012). One activity demonstrated diffusion using ammonia and a
phenolphthalein solution. Another activity had students crush a can dramatically by
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reducing the pressure inside the can. One activity was supposed to demonstrate Boyle’s
law with a bicycle pump and gauge and pressure bottle with a syringe inside to measure
volume. During the lab, I couldn’t attach the gauge to the pump, so I attached it to a
syringe and created a Boyle’s Law device as I had done in a different Flinn gas laws lab
kit from a previous year (Flinn Scientific, 2009). The last lab activity was about
Charles’s Law. It had students immerse a syringe in beakers of water that were different
temperatures. Each activity had a separate set of lab questions associated with them
(Appendix B). The students performed each activity and answered the questions in lab
groups.
Tests preceded and followed each lecture and lab phase. As with all my tests,
they each contained some new material and some review. Test 1 had review material
over Chapters 8 and 9 which are over periodic properties of the elements and chemical
bonding respectively; the new material was over Chapter 10 (Appendix C). Test 2 had
review material from Chapters 9 and 10 and new material from Chapter 11(Appendix D).
With regards to validity, I used only test items that were prepared professionally by the
staff of Glencoe/McGraw-Hill and were included on the Examview Pro Test maker CDROM that came with the textbook (Philips, Strozak, & Wistrom, 2005). The following
figure (Figure 1) shows the general treatment phases.

Pre-test

Lecture
Phase

Figure 1. Treatment phases.

Postlecture
test

Lab Phase

Post-lab
test
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At the start of each instruction unit, the students were given the pre-test, which
was used as a baseline. I then conducted lectures. At the end of each lecture, I had the
students write what I called a “minute paper” in which students were asked to answer
each of two questions: “How did you feel about today’s lecture?” and “What did you
learn from today’s lecture?” After the lecture phase, the students were given a test with
the same questions from the pretest. The students then did a lab that pertained to the
topics covered in lecture. At the end of each lab, the students were asked to write a
minute paper to answer the questions: “How did you feel about today’s lab?” and “What
did you learn from today’s lab?” After the lab phase, the students were again given a test
with same questions from the pretest and post-lecture test. The test contained some
questions that were only related to material covered in lecture and other questions that
related to both lab and lecture material.
At the end of the data collection period, I asked all the students to volunteer to
take a survey which was intended to probe their attitudes (Appendix E). I also
interviewed a stratified random sampling of students to expand on the information
gathered from the surveys (Appendix F).

These instruments were developed by me.

They were reviewed by my project chairperson and multiple project committee members,
and were piloted in my biology and physics classes, and all of this helped to insure
validity and reliability.
I recorded data on student behavior using a field note journal. During or
immediately after the lectures and labs, I recorded observations about student
engagement, such as if students were doodling, taking notes, asking questions, or talking
to a friend about something unrelated to the topic we’re studying. I also recorded notable
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student comments. “That was cool,” and “It is so hard paying attention so long,” are
examples of what I considered notable comments. These notes were typed into a field
note document for analysis.
In addition to typing up the field notes, I also wrote in my teaching journal about
the day’s chemistry activities from the teacher’s perspective. I recorded observations
about my preparation for the lectures and /or lab and how successful they seemed to be as
well as any notable impacts they had on my attitude. I recorded such factors such as my
frustrations with certain labs or lectures as well as the times I had fun with the students or
activities I particularly enjoyed.
The grade book also provided me a record of student activities. From the grade
book I kept track of how well the students did in their labs and how well the students
were doing overall in the class with the assumption that high grades correlated to more
learning. For the sake of validity, triangulation was a central feature of my project
design. I collected data about each focus question with various instruments--using a total
of six different instruments for my main focus question. The table below (Table 1)
displays the alignment of these instruments with my research questions.
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Interviews

Surveys

Grade Book

Field Notes

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Teacher Journal

Minute Paper

Main Focus: The effectiveness of laboratory
Instruction compared to lecture
Sub-question 1: What impact does laboratory
instruction have on student attitude?
Sub-question: 2: What impact does laboratory
instructions have on the teacher?

Test Scores

Table 1:
Data Triangulation Matrix

X
X

X

The purpose of this study is to learn about my lab program; therefore, I
endeavored to keep my treatment as close to my normal instruction as possible. The only
alterations were the daily minute papers and the two extra tests each given in each unit.
However the test styles and content were similar to my normal tests. The research
methodology for this project received an exemption by Montana State University's
Institutional Review Board and compliance for working with human subjects was
maintained (Appendix G).

DATA AND ANALYSIS
Each treatment ended up with a population of only 19 (N=19) because five
students from each treatment, not necessarily the same students, didn’t complete the
treatment. They either didn’t do the labs, or they took their tests at the wrong time, i.e.,
they took the post-lecture test after they had done the lab. Because the data from these
five students didn’t fit within the parameters of the treatment, I removed their scores from
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the test analysis of whichever treatment they failed to complete. I didn’t remove their
data from the analysis of the other instruments, surveys, interviews, minute papers, etc.,
because these students were regular participants in my class and had at least done some
of the treatment.
Some of the students missed a lot of school (lecture) during the project. I only
removed their data if they missed a lab or a test because it would have impacted my
comparison. Some of our students have attendance issues, and since my intent was to
study my actual program, not one with artificially perfect attendance, I included the data
of the students with poor attendance in the analysis.
Learning
I hoped that I would find clear evidence of significant student learning after the
labs, but unfortunately this was not the case. In fact, for some students, the opposite was
true. Figure 2 shows the average scores for each test. There was a reasonable increase
in the mean test score between the pre-test and post lecture test, but the post lab test
didn’t show much gain; the difference between the post-lecture test and the post-lab test
was a -1 change in average score for Test 1 and only a 7 point increase in average scores
for Test 2. The slope of the lines in figure 2 flattens out after the post-lecture test. This
suggests that most of the learning took place during the lecture.
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100

Mean Test Scores

90
80

Test Score (%)

70
60

57

50

56
50

43

40
30

31

20

20

Test 1: Chapter 8, Chapter 9,
Chapter 10 (new material)
Test 2: Chapter 9, Chapter
10, Chapter 11 (new
material)

10
0
Pre-test

Post-Lecture

Post-Lab

Figure 2. Mean test scores (N=19).

Test 1 reviewed material over Chapters 8 and 9 which are over periodic properties
of the elements and chemical bonding respectively; the new material was over Chapter
10. Since Lab 1 was from the textbook, and the test items for all the tests were taken
directly from the test generating software that was included with the textbook materials, it
was fairly well aligned with the Chapter 10 material in the test. Test 2 had review
material from Chapters 9 and 10 and new material from Chapter 11. Lab 2 was a lab kit
about the gas laws; it covered much of the same material that was covered in Chapter 11.
Many of the questions on Test 2 pertained to the gas laws, and were thus aligned to the
material covered in the Lab 2. Both tests contained items about concepts covered in both
lab and lecture and concepts that were cover just in lecture. Neither test contained
concepts that were covered just in lab. The lab related material of the tests pertained to
concepts covered in lab, but not to specifics of the lab skills or activities.
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Another more informative method I used to analyze the test data was by
calculating a normalized mean. I discovered this method in Richard Hake’s article about
interactive engagement physics courses (Hake, 1998) and modified it to fit this project.
The normalized gain, represented by the letter g, is the quotient of absolute gain in test
(𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒)−(𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒)

score divided by the potential gain in test score: 𝑔 = (100,𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒)−(𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒)
I calculated the average normalized gain for both tests scores (Figure 3).
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
-1

Average Normalized Gain

g (Post-lecture/Pre)
g (Post-lab/Post-lecture)

Test 1

Test 2

g (Post-lecture/Pre)

0.38

0.29

g (Post-lab/Post-lecture)

-0.02

0.13

Figure 3. Average normalized gain (N=19).

For the sake of this study, I divided my gains into categories similar to how Hake
did in his study (Hake, 1998); I divided them into four categories: High (g ≥ 0.70),
Medium (0.30 ≤ g < 0.70), Low (0.00 < g < 0.30), and added the category of
Negative/None (g ≤ 0.0). The average normalized gain from pre-test to post-lecture test
was medium for Test 1 and low for Test 2 (Figure 3). Test 1 scores showed essentially
no gain from post-lecture to post-lab, g = -0.02; and Test 2 showed a slight gain, 0.13.
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This could indicate that they did not learn the material from the lab, but that they learned
it from the lecture instead.
I looked at normalized gains on an individual basis. There was reasonable gain
from the pre-test to the post-lecture test, but as shown the in Figures 4 and 5, there was
little gain from the post lecture test to the post lab test; only 5.3% experienced medium
gain, and 52.6% experienced low gain.
Test 1, % of population,
g (lab/lecture)
0.0%

5.3%

High (g ≥ 0.70)
Medium (0.30 ≤ g <
0.70)

42.1%
52.6%

Low (0.00 ≤ g < 0.30)
Negative (g < 0.0)

Figure 4. Test 1, % of population, g(lab/lecture) (N=19).
Test 2, % of population,
g (lab/lecture)
0.0% 10.5%

High (g ≥ 0.70)
Medium (0.30 ≤ g <
0.70)

26.3%
63.2%

Low (0.00 ≤ g < 0.30)
Negative (g < 0.0)

Figure 5: Test 2, % of population, g(lab/lecture) (N=19).

In fact, there was negative gain for a large percentage of the population (42.1%).
They did worse after lab. This would make sense if most of their learning was the result
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of lecture because the post-lab test would have been given when more time had lapsed
since the last lecture.
I also looked at the specific test questions and divided them up into questions that
were related to the lab and those that were not. I calculated the normalized gain between
the post-lecture and post-lab test for each group of questions. The gain was lower for lab
related questions than non-lab related questions (Table 2).
Table 2:
Normalized Gain, Lab-related Questions/Non-lab-related Questions.
Test 1
Test 2
Lab-related questions

g= - 0.11

g=0.09

Non-lab-related questions

g=0.03

g=0.11

If the students did worse on the non-lab-related questions, but better on the lab related
questions, then it might have been possible for a test to show little normalized gain
between the post-lecture test and the post-lab test, even though they learned a lot from the
lab. According to Table 2, this does not seem to be the case.
I was curious if there was a correlation between how well students did on the labs
and how well they did on the post-lab tests. From looking at a scatter plot of lab grade to
post-lab test scores for each lab and test (Figures 6 and 7), it would appear that there is
no relationship between the lab grades and grades on the post-lab test. This might be
evidence that there is a disconnection between lab and lecture. Perhaps the content/skills
I am assessing from the lab vary greatly from what I am assessing in the tests.
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Test 1 Score Difference vs. Lab Grade
Test Score Diff (%)
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Figure 6. Test 1 Post-lecture/post-lab score difference vs. lab grade (N = 19).

Test 2 Score Difference vs. Lab Grade
Test Score Diff (%)

30
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Figure 7. Test 2 Post-lecture/post-lab score difference vs. lab grade (N = 19).

I also noticed differences between the type of learning reported in the minute
papers after the lecture and the type of learning reported after the labs (Appendix H).
The responses from lecture tended to be related to the concepts and the main chemistry
topics I was trying to teach the students. The following are a couple of responses from
lecture: “I now understand the difference between polar, covalent, and fully covalent
bonds and how to make a dot diagram for the bonds,” and “I learned today about the
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kinetic theory of gas particles. I learned about how temperature is the average amount of
energy particles have.”
The responses from the labs followed a different pattern. Much of the learning
reported was specific to the lab and not tied to any big chemistry concept or idea. For
example, one student wrote, “I learned to make sure everything is done correctly,
including having the thermometer at Celsius not Fahrenheit.” Other students wrote, “I
learned that the pressure outside of a can can crush it,” and “The mixture of ammonium,
phenolphthalein and distilled water turns a pink color. I also learned that pressure is
dependent on temperature. I also learned that latex gloves make your hands smell like
balloons.” There were some responses that referred to general concepts; but for the most
part, the minute paper data suggests that the material I tested them on was taught in
lecture and not lab.
At first glance, the students’ perceptions of their own learning made it appear that
they thought they learned from the labs (Appendix I). More students agreed that they
learned more in lab than lecture (42.9%) than disagreed (33.4%). Most of the students
thought the labs helped them understand what was taught in lecture (57.2 %). Some
students used the terms “hands-on” to describe how they learned. However, one of the
students who wrote that she was a “hands-on learner” and agreed that she learned more
from lab than lecture, then went on to write that she was “just told to do things in labs.
We don’t really ‘learn’ anything.” Later in the survey she also said she agreed that she
learned a lot from lecture and disagreed that she learned a lot from lab.
When asked separately if they learned a lot from lecture, 71% agreed; but when
asked separately if they learned a lot from labs, 52% agreed. The student who did the
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best in both treatments and also had a high lab grade on both labs disagreed that he
learned more from labs than lecture. He complained about the pace of the labs, and said
they felt rushed, but he did think they helped him understand what was covered in
lecture. Another student wrote that when she did a lab, she was just following
instructions, but in lecture she got a full understanding.
I was curious as to whether the students who reported being “hands-on” learners
showed a greater gain from the lab. I calculated the average normalized gain from the
post-lecture test to the post-lab test for those who agreed that they learned more from lab
and compared it to the average normalized gain of those who disagreed or strongly
disagreed that they learned more from lab. Not every student who took the survey was in
the treatment. As with the bulk of the data, there was not much gain from the postlecture test to the post-lab test and the difference between the two groups was negligible
as can be seen in Table 3 below.
Table 3:
g(lecture/lab) Lab Learners/Lecture learners
Agreed they learned more from lab
Disagreed or strongly disagreed that they learned
more from lab

Test 1

Test 2

g=0.05

g=0.07

g=0.08

g=0.10

According to the survey, a majority of the students felt that labs helped them
understand what was covered in lecture (57.2 %) (Appendix I). Most of the students
thought the melting point lab helped them understand the material from Chapter 10
(57.1%) and the gas laws lab helped with Chapter 11 (66.6%). Some students wrote the
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labs helped them visualize what was covered in lecture or gave them a chance to apply
what they learned. Of the six students I interviewed, only two of them said they thought
labs helped them understand what was covered in lecture. One of them said they helped
her visualize the material and the other one had trouble explaining how it helped. Of the
four other students I interviewed, three said they didn’t think labs were helpful; one
couldn’t clearly answer the question. One student said, “…the lab is just completely
different from the lecture, or like I don’t understand how the concepts applied to the
lecture, I guess.” Perhaps there is too much of a disconnection between lab and lecture.
I looked at the outliers, but I didn’t notice any patterns or themes of significance.
I defined an outlier as anything greater than the sum of the standard deviation and the
mean or less than their difference. Test 1 had 5 outliers (26% of the population) (N=19)
and Test 2 had 7 outliers (37 % of the populations) (N=19). I also didn’t notice any
anomalies in student performance. The students who usually do well, did better on the
test than the students who usually do not do well.
The issue might have been just with these particular labs. It was the first time I
had conducted these labs, so they were new for me as well as for the students. Some
students didn’t finish the post-lab questions. One student said he didn’t do the post-lab
questions because he didn’t know how to do them. Some lab groups may have had
equipment issues during the melting point lab. One lab group ended up boiling their
water, but their thermometer registered below 100o C.

One group used less stearic acid

in the melting point lab than others. I think this caused it to melt too quickly and made
data collection more difficult. I also adjusted the lab the second day and told the
students to record temperature every 10 seconds instead of every 30 seconds.
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The second lab had issues with one of the four activities. The bicycle pump
activity in the gas laws lab could not be done correctly because my bicycle pump
couldn’t be connected to a gauge. So mid-lab, I ended up connecting a syringe to the
gauge instead. But this activity became more of a demo than a quantitative lab. I gave
all students credit for this activity, but it did not prevent the average grade of the lab from
being 50%. If I were to do these labs again, they would go more smoothly.

Student Attitudes
Even if students might not have learned much from the labs, it is clear that they
enjoyed them. The vast majority of the students surveyed, 81%, (N=21) agreed that labs
are fun, with only one student disagreeing; and 52.3% agreed that they would like to do
more labs, with no one disagreeing. (Appendix I). All the students I interviewed said
they enjoyed the labs. When asked what they enjoyed about labs, they either said
something along the lines of enjoying doing chemistry as opposed to just hearing about it,
or they said that it was a nice break from regular class. In their minute papers, I had the
students tell me how they felt about the labs at the end of each lab period. Five students
described the lab as fun, three students said they were “enjoyable”; three students called
the labs “cool.” This was over four lab days, and one lab make-up day.

Many of the

negative comments related to equipment difficulties.
Lectures, on the other hand, were only described as “fun” once and “cool” once
over a total of seventeen lecture days. The lecture minute paper responses also had
students reporting to be “bored.’’ One student wrote that the lecture “wasn’t entirely
fun.” The positive comments about lecture related to how much students felt they were
learning. For example, a student wrote, “Today’s lecture was helpful in my
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understanding of matter.” Another student wrote, “I felt good about this lecture because I
learned some new things.”
I could not tell from the data if there was difference in student engagement
between the labs and lecture. On one hand, I recorded in my field notes on one lab day
that all the students seemed “engaged – watching their lab apparatus, writing in their lab
notebooks”; and on another day I recorded that “All students engaged – writing in lab
notebooks, recording data.” On the other hand, I also recorded that one student just
seemed to be watching while her partner did all the work. Another student said, “I
enjoyed sitting there doing nothing for half an hour.” Over 4 days of lab field notes, I
recorded 6 instances of poor engagement, an average of 1.5 instances per day. Over the
course of 26 lecture/test days, I recorded 33 instances of poor engagement, an average of
1.26 instances per day. However, as stated previously, the students thought the labs were
fun; this could be seen as engagement.
Teacher Attitude
The teacher is also a participant in the education process. My experience with
labs and lecture had both pros and cons. I recorded in my journal that I had fun during
the first lab, the melting point lab. I did not record that for the second lab, the gas laws,
but I remember enjoying it. Students recorded in the minute papers that I was grumpy
one of the lecture days, and maybe I was. I expressed frustration in my journal that the
students did not seem to be paying attention during lecture or doing homework. I did
mention in my journal that I enjoyed a particular lecture period. I speculated that it was
because everyone seemed to be on task.
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Labs require a greater investment in preparation time, per period, than lecture.
According to my teacher journal, I spent at least two hours preparing for one 85-minute
lab period after being at meetings until 5:30. This amount of time commitment for class
preparation would be untenable for every class every day. Ideally, I would like to be able
run through each lab once before having the students do it. This would improve
effectiveness and safety. I usually just have enough time to gather the materials and do a
quick skim of the lab to get the gist of it. However issues sometimes arise, as in Lab 2,
when I had to modify the Boyle’s Law apparatus because I didn’t notice that the bicycle
pump I brought in didn’t have a pressure gauge.
I also recorded multiple times in my journal about the messiness of my lab. I had
trouble finding time to organize it and clean it up. I recorded that this project was having
an impact on my time, but this year I am only teaching four different courses. Last year I
taught six different courses, one of them being AP Chemistry. Next year I will be
teaching six courses again, including AP Chemistry, and one course I have not taught
before. So my time commitments this year are probably close to normal. I wanted the
project to be as representative of my typical chemistry lab and lecture experience as
possible so that I could gather real insight into my program.
INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSION
The main focus of my paper was to 1) compare the effectiveness of my of
laboratory instruction with my lecture, 2) investigate how laboratory instruction affects
student attitude and 3) investigate how lab instruction impacts the teacher. With regards
to the first question, I did not have any evidence besides student perception data that
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indicates my students learned anything from lab. Between the post-lecture test and the
post-lab test there was a -1 change in the average score for Test 1 and only a 7 increase in
the average score for Test 2. There was a negligible normalized gain. The normalized
gain remained negligible even when limiting the analysis to lab-related items and nonlab-related items. This implies that the laboratory instruction made no difference in the
normalized gain. It is possible that the tests themselves were not giving an accurate
measurement of lab learning. Perhaps there was some misalignment between the labrelated test items and what was actually covered in lab.
Most students thought that labs helped them understand what was taught in
lecture (57.2 %) and 52% agreed that they learned a lot from labs. However, some
students further elaborated that they didn’t think they really learned anything from labs
and failed to see the connection with lecture. It is possible that the labs are disconnected
with lecture, or at least, they are disconnected from the material being assessed. The type
of material the students reported learning in the labs was very specific to the context of
the lab, but the material I tested them over was more general and related to the statestandards, not specifics from their lab experiences.
There is the possibility that my labs are more of a form of authentic assessment
than instruction. Perhaps the labs required a certain amount of foundational
understanding of the material that was presented in lecture in order to function, and if the
students were deficient in this knowledge, then the labs provided no benefit. If this is the
case, then the labs aren’t enhancing the understanding of material taught in lecture, they
are instead utilizing that understanding. In the future, the students might need to be
provided with more scaffolding. It might also be wise to implement a pre-lab review
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and/or quiz to help certain students understand the requisite material they need to do the
lab.
The results might have been impacted by the kinds of labs I chose for the study.
They were both traditional-verification labs. My original intention was to include an
inquiry lab, but time constraints prevented it. The results may have been different with
more of an inquiry-based approach. Also, this study was done with just two labs, and it
was the first time I conducted these labs. Perhaps there were issues with the quality of
the labs or my administration of the labs.
This study did not assess long term retention or lab skills. Students might be
more likely to remember the material that was related to the lab than the material that was
just covered in lecture. Also there might be some material, such as hands-on lab skills,
that can only be taught in a laboratory setting. The tests didn’t measure the acquisition of
these skills.
As to the second research question, how laboratory instruction impacts student
attitudes, it is clear students love labs (Appendix I). Lecture can be boring or long, but
students find labs “cool” and “fun.” Labs were engaging, but not for all the students.
Some students let their lab partners do much of the work. Maybe this is a result of the
labs being more a form of assessment, and the students who were not engaged could have
been those less prepared.
With regards to the third research question, how laboratory instruction impacts the
teacher, it is a mixed bag. The lab period itself is enjoyable for the students and the
teacher, but lab preparation is time consuming. It took me two hours to prepare for one
lab. Some labs, however, might be quick to plan and prepare. In addition to the lab
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preparation, there is also the invested time in maintaining the laboratory. Cleaning up
after the labs, stocking and disposing of chemicals all take time. The key is to make
certain that the time results in a dividend in student learning. The two labs in this study
didn’t provide any evidence of student learning.
In conclusion, this study seems to imply that lab instruction does not necessarily
enhance the understanding of material taught in lecture. This does not mean that lab
instruction is a waste of time or that lab instruction is a poor teaching device. There
could be differences in types of laboratory instruction, such as inquiry versus traditional
verification. Also, this study was done with just two labs. There could also be a large
difference in the quality of labs. Students love labs and teachers can find them fun and
exciting. These are good reasons to continue exploring laboratory instruction and trying
to make it effective.
VALUE
In terms of specifics to my program, I still value laboratory instruction, but I will
not assume that if it is “hands-on” it must be better. I think I need to refine my lab
program and make an effort to “weed out” the ineffective labs. I could do this by keeping
a lab log and making notes about specific labs-- problems that arise, procedures I need to
tweak, student complaints, etc. It might result in more inquiry labs and fewer traditional
labs.
I need to rethink the role labs play in my program. In my program, I sometimes
do labs towards the end of the unit. In retrospect, I realize I have been calling them
instruction, but they may be more like assessments. If I want a lab to be instructive, then
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I should do it earlier, so it can be more of a formative device that I can mold my lecture
instruction around. If I include some lecture after the lab, and include material from the
lab in the lecture, the labs might not seem so disconnected. There might also be a place
for using labs as a form of authentic assessment. At the end of a unit, I could give a
written assessment and also have the students do a lab that requires them to use what they
learned. I could also use labs as way to introduce students to material before I lecture.
They could be a hands-on exploration and discovery of the topics I intend to teach them
about in lecture.
Since the students enjoy labs and I enjoy labs, and also because of decades of lab
tradition in science education, it is still my personal goal to increase the lab content of my
science courses. I personally believe that experiencing something is more informative
than hearing about the experience. However, this study has identified some areas to
focus on to revise and improve my lab program.
In the future, I plan to be more conscientious about my labs. I will evaluate their
effectiveness with pre-lab quizzes and post-lab quizzes and look for evidence of learning
from these quizzes. If a lab seems ineffective, I’ll try to improve it or replace it. In this
effort to improve my lab program, I will vary the style and types of labs I use. I will try
to include more inquiry-based labs. I will also use labs in different roles. Sometimes
they might be used as a pre-lecture topic exploration. Other times they could be a midlecture illustration.

I could also use them as a post-lecture assessment or for concept

validation. Eventually, I hope to develop a library of highly effective labs that could be
used for various topics and situations. I want my students to not only learn about science,
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but to also have the opportunity to do science and to know what science looks like,
sounds like, and feels like.
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Lecture-Lab Survey
Identify the choice that best represents how much you agree with the statement.

____

1. I learn more from labs than from lectures.
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neither agree nor disagree
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree

Why did you put the above answer?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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____

2. I would like to do more labs.
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neither agree nor disagree
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree

____

3. Labs help me understand the material covered in lecture.
a. Strongly agree
b. Neither agree nor disagree
c. Disagree
d. Strongly disagree
Why did you put the above answer?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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____

4. Labs are fun.
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neither agree nor disagree
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
Please explain your answer.
_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

____

5. I learn a lot from lecture.
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neither agree nor disagree
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
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Why did you put the above answer?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

____

6. I learn a lot from labs.
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neither agree nor disagree
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
Why did you put the above answer?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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____

7. Labs are easy to understand.
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neither agree nor disagree
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
What parts of labs are easy (or difficult) for you to understand?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

____

8. I often don’t understand what I am doing in a lab.
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neither agree nor disagree
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
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Why did you put the above answer?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

____

9. The melting point lab really helped me understand some of the material from Chapter 10.
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neither agree nor disagree
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree

____ 10. The gas laws lab really helped me understand some of the material from Chapter 11.
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neither agree nor disagree
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
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____ 11. The stoichiometry lab really helped me understand some of the material from Chapter 12.
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neither agree nor disagree
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
From which of the above three labs did you learn the most? Please explain why.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

____ 12. I like science.
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neither agree nor disagree
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
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Why did you put the above answer?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

____ 13. I like chemistry.
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neither agree nor disagree
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree

____ 14. Chemistry is easy.
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neither agree nor disagree
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree

Please explain your answer.
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________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Identify one or more choices that best complete the statement or answer the question.

____ 15. How often would you like to do labs?
a. Never
b. Once a month
c. One every other week
d. Once a week
e. Every class period
Other ______________________________
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Interview Questions
1. Do labs help you understand what is covered in lecture?
a. Possible probing questions:
i. Can you give me an example of something labs helped you
understand?
ii. How could I improve labs to make them more helpful to
understand the lecture material?
1. Is the pre-lab work helpful?
2. Could I do anything before the lab to make them more
helpful?
3. Could I do anything at the end of the lab to help you
understand what you did?
2. Do you enjoy labs?
a. Possible probing questions:
i. What is it that you enjoy about labs?
ii. What do you like least about labs?
iii. How could I make labs more fun?
iv. Which labs did you particularly enjoy?
v. Have you done labs in other classes? What good (bad) memories
do you have in terms of what you learned?
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3. How do you feel about lectures?
a. How could lecture be made more interesting?
b. What would help you learn more from lecture?
c. Do you learn a lot from lecture?
4. Do you think you learn more from labs or lectures?
a. Why do you think that?
b.

Can you recall for me a lab you learned quite a bit from?
i. What did you learn?

c. Can you recall a lecture you learned quite a bit from?
i. What did you learn?
5. Do you like science?
a. Why do you like science?
b. Why don’t you like science?
i. Have you always liked (not liked) it?
ii. When was the first time you started liking (or not liking) science?
6. Do you like chemistry?
a. What is it about chemistry that you like?
b. What don’t you like about chemistry?
i. Have you always liked (not liked) it?
ii. When was the first time you started liking (or not liking) science?
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Topic
Question
Lecture How did you
feel about
today’s
lecture?

•
•
•
•
•

What did
you learn
from today’s
lecture?

•

•
•
•

Lab

How did you
feel about
today’s lab?

•
•
•
•
•
•

What did
you learn
from today’s
lab?

•
•
•
•
•

Sample Responses
“Today’s lecture was informative.”
“Good.”
“I felt good about this lesson today but it’s a little
boring.”
“During the lesson I felt a little bored, but there were
things that caught my attention.”
“I felt good. The lecture was good today. I think when
you interact with the class we pick up more as opposed
to just staring at you for an hour and a half. Breaks
would be nice.”
“I learned how do write Lewis dot structure for
compounds and what electronegativity was and how to
find electronegativity of atoms. Also how to find the
difference in electronegativity and an acronym for
diatomic molecules.”
“I learned about phase changes, the variations of boiling
points, freezing points and basic properties.”
“I learned that when you freeze something it gives off
energy to slow down the liquid particles.”
“I learned a lot but now I finally understand how sweat
cools you down. Sweat takes energy from your body to
evaporate, this energy is heat. Less heat = cools down.”
“I learned how to do temperature conversions.”
“I liked today’s lab. It was kind of fun because it was
sort of a waiting game. The only part that I didn’t like
was when it took forever to heat up.”
“It sucked our hot plate was slow or our thermometer
sucked…took too long.”
“The lab wasn’t too difficult. I understood what to do.”
“I enjoyed today’s lab.”
“I felt good about today’s lab. I especially like the soda
can crushing activity.”
“I don’t know if I learned anything new. I learned how
many millimeters are in 25.34 inches though.”
“I learned that gas vapors can change the color of
liquids.”
“I learn the multiple things about pressures and how
they change with a simple temperature change.”
I learned that cans crush when they go from hot to cold.
Learned how to crush a can!
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Learning
I learn a lot from labs.
I learn a lot from lecture.
Labs help me understand the…
I learn more from labs than…
0.0%

20.0%

40.0%

I learn more
from labs than
from lectures.

60.0%

80.0%

100.0%

120.0%

Labs help me
understand the
I learn a lot from I learn a lot from
material
lecture.
labs.
covered in
lecture.
14.3%
19.0%
4.8%

Strongly agree

0.0%

Agree

42.9%

42.9%

52.4%

47.6%

Neither agree nor disagree

23.8%

23.8%

9.5%

28.6%

Disagree

28.6%

9.5%

19.0%

14.3%

Strongly disagree

4.8%

9.5%

0.0%

4.8%

Labs Helping with Lecture
The gas laws activities lab really
helped me understand some of
the material from Ch. 11.
The melting point lab,
"Molecules and Energy," really
helped me understand some of…
0.0%

Strongly agree

20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

The melting point lab, "Molecules
and Energy," really helped me
understand some of the material
from Ch. 10.
0.0%

80.0%

100.0%

120.0%

The gas laws activities lab really
helped me understand some of
the material from Ch. 11.
9.5%

Agree

57.1%

57.1%

Neither agree nor disagree

33.3%

28.6%

Disagree

9.5%

4.8%

Strongly disagree

0.0%

0.0%
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Lab Difficulty
I often don't understand what I
am doing in a lab.

Labs are easy to understand.

0.0%

20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

100.0%

120.0%

Strongly agree

4.8%

I often don't understand what I
am doing in a lab.
0.0%

Agree

28.6%

23.8%

Neither agree nor disagree

57.1%

23.8%

Disagree

9.5%

47.6%

Strongly disagree

0.0%

4.8%

Labs are easy to understand.

Science Attitude
Chemistry is easy.

I like chemistry.

I like science.
0.0%

20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

100.0%

120.0%

I like science.
19.0%

I like chemistry.
9.5%

Chemistry is easy.
9.5%

Agree

28.6%

33.3%

4.8%

Neither agree nor disagree

33.3%

33.3%

19.0%

Disagree

14.3%

23.8%

47.6%

Strongly disagree

4.8%

0.0%

19.0%

Strongly agree
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Lab Enjoyment
Labs are fun.

I would like to do more labs.

0.0%

20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

100.0%

I would like to do more labs.
19.0%

Labs are fun.
14.3%

Agree

33.3%

66.7%

Neither agree nor disagree

47.6%

14.3%

Disagree

0.0%

4.8%

Strongly disagree

0.0%

0.0%

Strongly agree

120.0%
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Weighted Average
SA=5, A=4, N=3, D=2, SD=1

Chemistry is easy.
I like science.
The melting point lab, "Molecules…
Labs are easy to understand.

Weighted Average

I learn a lot from lecture.
Labs help me understand the…
I learn more from labs than from…
0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

How often would you like to do labs?
12
10
8
6
4

How often would you like
to do labs?

2
0
Never

Once a
month

One
every
other
week

Once a
week

Every
class
period
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Topic
Learning:
Lab vs.
Lecture

Question
Do labs help you
understand what is
covered in lecture?
How do you feel
about lectures?

•
•
•
•

Do you think you
learn more from labs
or lectures?

Lab
Enjoyment

Do you enjoy labs?

•

•
•
•

Subject
Enjoyment

Do you like science?

•
•

Do you like
chemistry?

•

•

Sample Responses
“Yah, cause um, there’s more a visual
aspect of it.”
“Not really. Not for me.”

“I like them… Yah, because it’s easier
to learn stuff. Take more notes and
stuff.”
“Um, they can be good, too…when
the…they got lots of notes to be taken.”
“Um…that one’s kind of a hard one,
because it can go both ways. Like, if
you’re working on something that you
need to know more like with hands on or
if there’s a kid that learns more hands
on, then the labs will obviously help, but
if someone likes the lectures more and
can understand more from the lecture
then the labs probably won’t do them
much good.”
“Definitely lectures.”
“I enjoy them…I enjoy them, just
because it’s like time away from class,
you know.”
Yes, I do. (What is it about them that
you enjoy?) I don’t know. It’s just
like…you’re not sitting there at a book
and your actually, you know, trying stuff
with your hands and doing something
different and relating ‘em to actual what
you’d actually do with them in the real
world.
“Uh…yes and no. Some subjects I like
more than others.”
“Yes, I do. (Why do you like science)
Cause it’s fun and it’s interesting.”
“Not really. (laughs) It’s…it’s just
really hard for me. I don’t know. It’s
just like…I’m not really very good at
math and so it’s like.”
“Uh, yah, but it’s kind of hard…well,
most of the time it’s hard.”
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